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Abstract
Non-state actors are frequently involved in the efforts of states to acquire Weapons of Mass Destruction (WMD). UNSCR 1540 was passed by the UN Security Council in 2004 seeking to limit non-state actors’ role in this regard. This paper explores the drivers for and against non-state actor state proliferation as exporters, suppliers and brokers. A framework through which to analyze the drivers for and against non-state actor involvement is developed. This framework considers that non-state actors can be innocent, ignorant, indifferent, or ideologically motivated, while also taking into consideration factors against involvement. The framework is used to analyze three specific case studies. The paper concludes by considering the lessons that can be derived from this framework in efforts to counter proliferation in the future.
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Introduction
All states that hold the capacity to manufacture the prerequisite items required for use in Weapons of Mass Destruction (WMD) programs have recognized their obligation not to transfer them for WMD purposes. Nonetheless, the risk that a non-state actor could supply goods without the
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knowledge or blessing of the exporting state continues to be significant. In addition to frequent inadvertent involvement in proliferation, non-state actors have also deliberately acted on behalf of the nuclear programs of Pakistan, North Korea, Iran and probably other states to procure illicit goods without the authorization of the exporting state. The adoption of United Nations Security Council Resolution 1540 in 2004 highlights the priority policymakers have placed in tackling the involvement of non-state actors—defined by the resolution as ‘individuals or entities, not acting under the lawful authority of any state’—in proliferation.2

Nonetheless, despite the fact that it has been more than ten years since the passage of this fundamental resolution, questions regarding the role of non-state actors in proliferation have been inadequately addressed in academic literature. While the literature on proliferation behavior has expanded significantly in recent years, this body of work is still largely focused on the strategic, political and economic considerations of states rather than on the calculus of non-state actors in facilitating proliferation. This article seeks to address the following issues: what motivates non-state actors to become involved in illicit trade? By considering motivations, what can be learned about the necessary policy responses?

This article draws upon insights from a variety of different academic sources in order to provide an original analytical framework through which to consider the principal factors that drive the involvement of non-state actors in proliferation. This framework is also used to consider policy responses that could deter or prevent non-state actor involvement in proliferation.

The paper proceeds as follows: Firstly, existing literature on non-state actor and drivers for their involvement in proliferation is explored. Next, an original model is presented through which the drivers for and against non-state actor involvement in proliferation can be identified. The paper will then explain how the framework allows for a better conceptualization of policy tools, highlighting some areas that could be improved. Finally, the paper concludes by considering how this framework can aid analysis of proliferation through future research.

The Proliferation Driver Literature

Since the end of the Cold War, ‘driver’ or ‘behavior’ literature has become more prevalent.3 This body of work encompasses literature that seeks to understand and explain why and how states pursue the acquisition of nuclear weapons. While this body of literature has delivered interesting insights from both historical and contemporary policy perspectives, it has also been somewhat limited in scope, since these efforts were mostly focused on analysis of state-level behavior. Even though some theories have considered the roles of individuals—politicians, military strategists and technologists—working within the state context, the roles of these individuals are considered through the lens of that respective state’s nuclear decision-making, military and technological interests, and infrastructure.4 In simple terms, this analysis has addressed how these individuals influence or affect the ability of a state to proliferate.

3 For a sample of the recent state of the field, see the two volumes of William C. Potter and Gaukhar Mukhatzhanova, Forecasting Nuclear Proliferation in the 21st Century, (Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 2010).
The dominant proliferation pathway for many states in recent decades including Iraq, Iran, Pakistan and North Korea has involved the use of non-state actor intermediaries to the international marketplace. Despite the extent of involvement of non-state actors in state proliferation, there have been few attempts to systematically consider what drives the non-state actors that make proliferation possible. Instead, a considerable number of publications have focused on a handful of specific cases that may or may not be representative of all cases - more specifically on A.Q Khan and others in Khan’s black-market network. In the absence of anything similar in scope or significance to compare Khan’s network against, this literature has tended to be more descriptive rather than analytical. There has nonetheless been scholarship on the role of non-state actors in proliferation. This includes literature that has examined how proliferation networks can form and sustain.

This article seeks to move beyond this existing literature in order to provide insight into what drives non-state actors’ involvement in proliferation. Rather than considering proliferation at the ‘macro’ or state-level, the authors seek to emphasize the ‘micro’ level and consider proliferation as an on-going process. It is beneficial to expand proliferation driver literature to include non-state actors. By gaining an understanding of the motivations of non-state actors that are involved in proliferation activities, the modalities of today’s most prevalent form of proliferation can be understood. However, building such a framework does not come without challenges; these are explored in the following section.

Challenges in Building a Framework: Actors and Complicity

The diversity of actors encompassed by the term ‘non-state actor’ and the huge spectrum of individual cases which could constitute involvement in proliferation—among other factors—present a number of difficulties in constructing a single framework. Different levels of complicity are also important to consider. A framework needs to be flexible enough to take the multiplicity of actor types into account. This section argues that a key factor in considering motivations, rather than the type of actors, relates to their deliberate complicity. Building a framework in this regard, therefore, will provide more insights into motivations.

The definition provided by resolution 1540 encompasses many different types of non-state actors. While many analysts have considered UNSCR 1540 primarily as a counter-terrorism tool, those involved in penning the resolution state that it was originally more of a counter-proliferation tool, intended not only to prevent non-state actors from acquiring or using WMD, but also to prevent non-state actors from helping other states to do so. In this respect the framework must encompass a wide variety of actors involved in proliferation, be it through trade, theft or any other means. This includes technology holders—manufacturers, exporters and distributors—as well as those that may enable the transfer of these technologies—such as transportation companies, financiers, and insurers.

7 Interview with Tobey, W., conducted by Ian Stewart, Summer 2013.
Besides the actors’ functions in the supply chain, the non-unitary nature of different actors also needs to be taken into account. The term ‘non-state actor’ can equally be applied to individuals, groups of individuals, or larger organizations. These groups and organizations may be acting as unitary bodies, but there could also be elements of organizations acting alone or without authorization from above. For example, sales people in the company may be selling goods to sanctioned destinations without proper oversight.

However, this issue cannot be analyzed fully without consideration of the issue of complicity. To view non-state actors as either complicit—knowingly working to supply WMD programs—or non-complicit—lacking knowledge of such activities—is an oversimplification. It is possible, for example, that the non-state actors could either not understand that what they are doing is wrong, or that they have been in some way deceived by other elements in the supply chain.

Complicity relates to key pieces of knowledge and understanding: an actor’s position and role in the supply chain, their knowledge and understanding of the other actors, products and their potential end-uses and proliferation as a broad concept. In many senses, it is only the ultimate end-user who possesses the ‘full picture’ regarding the supply chain, and even this is not always the case.

It is often challenging to identify levels of complicity. The level of knowledge available to the different parties in a supply chain differs based on what information is supplied to them in the first instance, their desire to find out more, and what they are able to find out. If the party knows that the true end-use is prohibited, they can be considered complicit; if the party has been duped then they can be considered ignorant. For example, the supplier has a limited ability to judge whether a customer will actually use the goods in the way described. Similarly, any third party to a transaction may also either be deceived or be deceiving. For the same reasons, when considering whether to authorize an export, governments may have visibility of the trade through the licensing and Customs enforcement mechanisms but may not have access to sufficient information to identify proliferation risks.

A final challenge relating to complicity is that, looking at individual cases, few proliferators talk openly about their efforts. When they do, it is often difficult to fully gauge levels of complicity because those wittingly involved in proliferation may be hesitant to admit so for a number of reasons, including potential legal consequences. Take for example the words of Chinese middleman Karl Li who was indicted twice by the US courts for transfers of materials to Iran’s missile program in 2009 and 2014, and is alleged to have continued supply until more recently. In a 2013 interview, Li is allegedly noted: ‘Sure, we did business with Iran, but we did not export the goods they said we did, missiles or whatever.’ Even in such cases where evidence is overwhelming, non-state actors often continue to deny that they did anything wrong.

Factors such as the long and complex nature of modern supply chains, the diversity of non-state actors, their not-necessarily unitary nature, and the difficulties in establishing complicity can
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make for a highly complex picture. Take for example a large organization—a manufacturer or an exporter—that is involved in transfers to a sanctioned program. While certain elements within the organization (such as a rogue salesman) may be complicit, the broader organization, including other salespeople, the compliance team, and management, may not. If the rogue salesperson knows that the end-use of the goods is prohibited, they may make efforts to deceive other elements of the organization that it is not. Similarly, the organization’s interest in export compliance, the adequacy of the compliance chain of command, or organizational oversight may not be sufficiently well developed to prevent ‘rogue’ actors within that organization from acting independently.

Why Do Non-state Actors Become Involved?

Two principle drivers could lead non-state actors to become involved in proliferation. The first is ‘profit,’ meaning financial gain and related social benefits. The second, ‘ideational motivations,’ relates to the beliefs of those involved. These drivers may not be exclusive and will be explored below in more detail using a variety of examples.

Proliferation for Profit

Profit in this context primarily relates to financial gain. However, it may also encompass other benefits related to profit such as community status, reputation, and prestige. In most cases, there is little prestige or reputational gain to be made—at least in the long-term—from involvement in proliferation (although some individuals appear to have enjoyed the notoriety of becoming associated with proliferation). However, a number of cases—notably those where actors have been able to obtain some form of loose protection from a state, or are able to avoid US judicial efforts—have shown that the monetary benefits can be substantial.

Profit as a driver needs to be considered in a number of respects. Profit is obviously a principal driver for business activities. There are many different ways in which profit can be realized. It could be the result of longer-term business relationships, for example, or it could be the result of one-off transactions. Difficult decisions may be necessary when pursuit of one type of profit jeopardizes pursuit of another. For example, more established companies might opt not to pursue higher-risk shorter-term profits where this would jeopardize longer-term business interests. Less established companies, on the other hand, could perhaps be expected to be less risk averse.

What is certain is that there is profit to be made, both in gross terms and in individual transactions. Uncovering profits in gross terms is often difficult, but several examples can provide insights into the magnitude of such gains. In gross terms, Khan, for example, is said to have made $100 million. The involvement of other middlemen in Khan’s network was also driven by profit. For example, one intermediary in the network is said to have taken a ten percent cut on top of a $5 million base.
The scale of Khan’s network has not been replicated, but the activities of a Chinese businessman, Li Fang Wei, who has been indicted multiple times by the U.S for his role in supplying Iran’s missile program, highlight the more modest, but still significant scale of potential profits. Recently, U.S authorities seized $6,895,000 from the numerous front companies that Li had been using to undertake his proliferation-related activities.\textsuperscript{14}

In terms of the profit that may inspire a normally compliant manufacturer or exporter to make an illicit sale, the premiums paid by those sourcing goods illicitly may be a driving factor. For example, Khan is said to have regularly paid up to fifty percent above the legal market price for goods in his procurement activities for the Pakistani nuclear program.\textsuperscript{15} A more recent case involving the sale of pressure transducers to Iran’s program saw units sell at a little over a one hundred percent mark-up on price, some of which could have been used to pay off others involved.\textsuperscript{16} Beyond actively driving a non-state actor to illicit transactions, the lucrative profits or mark-up may drive a normally law-abiding individual to turn a blind eye to such activities, or undertake less due diligence.

The profitability of involvement in illicit trade needs to be considered in the context of opportunity cost versus the risk of being discovered and facing justice. In this regard, some business relationships and business structures might be more sustainable than others. The cases above—Khan and Li—where individuals were able to amass millions of dollars from their activities, involved actors located in countries that did not seek to actively stop their efforts at the time and which might have prevented other countries from taking action against these individuals.\textsuperscript{17} It might be that longer-term profiles will generally be smaller and business relationships shorter and less sustainable in more carefully regulated jurisdictions.

\textit{Ideas and Involvement}

The second principal driver is what the authors have termed ‘ideational motivations.’ These relate to both ‘principled’ and causal beliefs.\textsuperscript{18} Principled beliefs are those that pertain to conceptions of what is right and what is wrong.\textsuperscript{19} In this context, this could refer to a non-state actor’s belief in the injustice of the current state of affairs. This could in turn contribute to a disdain for the objectives of the ‘discriminatory’ nature of export controls, the supplier regimes, and indeed perhaps the whole non-proliferation regime. It could also relate to a sense

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{18} Judith Goldstein, and Robert Keohane, \textit{Ideas and Foreign Policy}, (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1993).
\item \textsuperscript{19} Ibid, 9.
\end{itemize}
of injustice regarding a specific country’s exclusion from the international market, or an affinity with the people of that state on such grounds. The Khan case is a key case in this respect. In interviews following his arrest, Khan made a number of statements justifying his actions in this manner. In a 2008 interview, he noted that he ‘broke their [the West’s] monopoly.’ He also stated that ‘If you become so subservient, even a child can jump and sit on your back. If you have no pride and you become a crony and a stooge, this sort of thing happens.’ Khan was also said never to have talked of ‘selling the technology, only of “sharing” it.’

Causal beliefs, on the other hand, are those regarding cause-effect relationships. These for example could relate to the belief that the non-state actor’s actions would help to make the unjust situation better. Alternatively, the non-state actor may like to see the proliferating state succeed and hold causal beliefs regarding both their material contribution to this end and the effect that this might have on the state affairs. This could be achieved, for example, by improving the country’s security or rectifying an unjust regional balance of power.

One tenant of these causal beliefs relates to an individual’s nationality and related politics. For example, due to either strong political allegiances or weaker connections through their involvement in diaspora communities, a number of illicit procurement cases to Iran have involved Iranian diaspora communities abroad, including the Tanideh case set out below. In recent Iranian illicit procurement cases, for example, Iranian nationals have been involved in procuring equipment from businesses in a number of more developed countries, including Canada, the Philippines, the UK, the U.S, and Malaysia. Of course, some of these may have been—loosely—acting on behalf of the Iranian state, however not under their ‘lawful authority.’

It must not however be assumed that ideology always plays a central role in driving the actions of individuals in diaspora communities. A recent case involving the transfer of valves from Germany and India to Iran presents a case in point. While it would be easy to assume the three German-Iranian dual nationals involved and later jailed—a father and son duo, and another—were acting on the basis of allegiance to the aims of the Iranian regime, it seems that this was not the case. An eyewitness who attended the trial noted that while the father and son were clearly motivated by their allegiance to the Iranian regime, the other did not share this politics and was more motivated by profit. Intuitively, it seems likely that other factors such as loyalty might also have been factors.

21 Ibid.
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Why Do Non-state Actors Not Become Involved?

A framework that fully considers the decision-making calculus of non-state actors must also consider what factors could cause them not to become involved. On this side of the equation, there are two types of factors that lead to a conscious decision on the actors’ behalf to restrain themselves. These are deterring factors, which require broader social and normative considerations.

Deterrence

For an actor to be deterred, the potential perceived cost of the action must outweigh the benefit. The previous section identified the primary benefit for involvement in proliferation as financial. Therefore, the possible punishment must, on balance, outweigh the potential financial gain.

Two conditions must be met in order for non-state actors to be deterred from involvement in proliferation. Firstly, the cost (or punishment) of undertaking the prohibited action must be greater than the benefit. Secondly, the likelihood of paying this cost must be sufficient not to change this calculus (i.e., deterrence must be ‘credible’). For the deterrent effect to be realized, it may also be that the actor be aware of the costs involved in their actions and that they are rational. These factors are explored in turn.

Punishment

While resolution 1540 does require states to criminalize involvement in WMD proliferation, there is no standardization over the level of penalties involved. In Malaysia, a violation of the Strategic Trade Act can result in a death sentence, whereas in Ireland the maximum penalty is twelve months imprisonment—the lowest in Europe. As Bauer highlights in the case of the European Union, penalties for involvement in proliferation activities vary considerably from state to state. It is evidently difficult to infer the cost of non-financial penalties such as prison sentences (although in Austria one serial proliferator was offered the chance to ‘buy out’ of prison by paying a fine for every day that he would otherwise have spent in prison).

In a handful of cases, it has not only been the actor’s own government that has taken enforcement action, but also third party governments (particularly, the United States) or, in a limited set of cases, the United Nations. The actions taken in these cases have involved freezing financial assets and pursuit of extraditions.
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Credibility

For the deterrence effect to be realized, it is not enough for a law to exist. Instead, the risk of the punishment being enacted must also be taken into account—that is, the punishment must be credible.

There are several challenges to the credibility of violations in the export control domain, not least is the variation in the existence of national laws. Another factor is the lack of prosecutions for involvement in proliferation. It has been well documented that much of A.Q Khan’s network escaped prosecution for a variety of reasons. In many countries, such as the UK, violators are offered the option of settling violations anonymously. The net effect is that most actors will not know others who have been prosecuted and may conclude as a result that the likelihood of action against them is low.

Awareness and Rationality

Beyond the specific challenges to the deterrence effect outlined above, two preconditions can be linked to its effectiveness. The first is awareness. The second is rationality.

It is apparent that an actor must be aware of the severity and likelihood of punishments if they are to be deterred. However, at present, there does not appear to be a broad awareness of export compliance requirements, let alone of the penalties for non-compliance in most countries around the world. Additionally, it may be the case that actors must be rational in order to be deterred.

A key challenge is that most actors that could become involved in proliferation are not unitary actors. Usually, they are companies with more than one employee. In this circumstance, it may not be sufficient for one member of staff to have an awareness of the costs involved in a violation as another employee could decide to act on their own. While effective corporate governance should overcome this risk, in reality, there are many examples of export control violations occurring because of the actions of individual employees or groups of employees. Also, it is key to note that compliance does not always lead to nonproliferation, and at the same time, non-compliance does not always mean supply of programs of concern. It has been demonstrated a number of times that firms have to go beyond compliance in order to prevent illicit trade. It is compliance and not the spread of these beyond compliance practices that is driven by deterrence.

Broader Social and Normative Factors

Broader social and normative factors need to be considered beyond deterrence. Individuals and companies might avoid involvement in illicit trade because they think that it is not the right thing to do in moral terms. Perhaps they are making a conscious effort to maintain a good reputation and image. These types of factors are clearly a driver when it comes to beyond-compliance behavior. Larger organizations often have a Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) program. It is evidently difficult to quantify this effect, however, as such normative considerations might only be applicable to actors with a high level of understanding about how their actions could contribute to proliferation.

---

The Four ‘I’s: Building a Framework for Non-state Actors

The drivers, both positive and negative, considered above are clearly not mutually exclusive when factored into a non-state actor’s decision-making process. They also may vary in terms of context—for example on a specific transfer, recipient, technology or shipment route.

These driving factors—in different directions—and the considerations relating to the witting and unwitting-ness of actors can be brought together into the ‘four ‘I’s’ framework, is shown in figure 1 below. Across a spectrum, the presented framework provides a loose typology of four types of non-state actors that may become involved in proliferation. These four types encompass four levels of witting-ness and the likely motivations of these actors, and are illustrated with hypothetical examples. They are as follows:

- **Innocent** – these actors believe that they have done nothing wrong. In fact, they are often unaware that they may have done something wrong until they are alerted by the national authority. Take for example a manufacturer that exported sensitive goods to a customer in China on good faith, having conducted appropriate levels of due diligence and other checks, often involving the national authority (perhaps by applying for a necessary export license). They are later contacted by the national authority and alerted to the fact that their goods may have ended up in Iran. While driven primarily by profit—as most all business activity is—they are unaware of their involvement, and hence they are not driven by any more specific factors.

- **Ignorant** – these actors do not possess an understanding of the regulations and controls, proliferation risks, and the broader social and political implications of their actions. Take for example a distributor that exports a small electronic component. They do not often sell this component, are unaware of the product’s uses and hence its risks, and the product’s control status (perhaps it has recently been added to the control list). Perhaps they do not have a systematic approach to compliance, and are not yet familiar with the regulations and what needs to be done to go beyond compliance. These actors, again, are driven purely by profit.

- **Indifferent** – these actors understand what they have done, they know it is probably wrong, but do not care. An example could be a businessman, which would take an opportunity to supply a customer in a sanctioned state. The transaction may be illegal or in a ‘gray area,’ however the businessman did not investigate further, but believed that it was unlikely that he would get caught and was happy to take this risk. These actors are driven primarily by profit, although beliefs are also likely to figure in their reasoning. Perhaps they believe that export controls are unfair and burdensome, for example.

- **Ideological** – these actors clearly understand that their actions are ‘wrong’ either in a legal or moral sense. In fact, this may be part of what drives them to act in this way. While they may have other motives, including financial ones, those ideological or pertaining to their worldview outweigh the potential profits of their involvement.
This typology and the different motivations are summarized in the figure below.

**Figure 1: The Four ‘I’s: A Framework Setting out the Role of Non-State Actors in Proliferation**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of actor</th>
<th>Non-complicit</th>
<th>Complicit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Innocent</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ignorant</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indifferent</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ideological</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Factors driving involvement**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Profit</th>
<th>Profit</th>
<th>Profit &gt; Ideology</th>
<th>Profit &lt; Ideology</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Legal and normative</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deterrence by threat of financial or custodial penalty</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prevent by financial or custodial penalty</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Policy Tools and Responses**

The typology presented in the four I’s framework is useful in categorizing the different types of non-state actors involved in proliferation. It is also useful in considering the utility of different government policies and industry actions in preventing proliferation. For each category, different strategies can be used to reduce the likelihood that actors will become involved in proliferation. The matrix below provides some examples of different supply-side strategies to prevent the proliferation of sensitive technologies and their utility.

**Figure 2: Supply-side Strategies and their Utility According to the Four ‘I’s Framework**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strategy Type</th>
<th>Innocent</th>
<th>Ignorant</th>
<th>Indifferent</th>
<th>Ideological</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Preventative</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denial</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coercive</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deterrence</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normative</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norms alone</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education and training</td>
<td>Sometimes</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Denial**

This strategy involves making it difficult or impossible for the actor to become involved in proliferation. The specific measures that could be used to achieve this strategy could involve imprisonment, removal of export privileges, removal of business licenses, and travel bans (where travel is assumed to help establish trading relations).

Analysis of this framework suggests that the only strategy that can be used against ideologically driven individuals is preventative. A key challenge, therefore, is employing such measures in a timely manner: conventional legal proceedings can take many years, even after sufficient evidence for a prosecution is assembled. It is notable, therefore, that in some jurisdictions, increased use of ‘designations’ and denial of export business privileges have been employed even without the case having been tested in court (although, in Europe in particular, many of these designations have been overturned by courts of various types on human rights grounds).
Deterrence

This strategy involves increasing the credibility and severity of punishments in order to change the cost-benefit calculus of those that could become involved in proliferation. As previously noted, this requires an awareness of credible risks.

Normative

This strategy can help to combat proliferation but evidently not when the actor is indifferent or ideologically motivated. This strategy could be pursued through promoting the inclusion of nonproliferation measures in Corporate Social Responsibility schemes.

The multilateral regime Nuclear Suppliers Group (NSG) has taken some steps in this direction. In 2011, the group discussed a UK submission entitled “Good Practice Guidelines for Corporate Social Responsibility,” which was subsequently recognized by all but one of the then NSG participants and placed on the NSG’s website as an example of ‘national practices.’ Some efforts have also been made to encourage corporations to adhere to the guidelines, including through, for example, the ‘Partners against Proliferation’ initiative, through which UK firms come together to discuss how best to implement nonproliferation controls. Nonetheless, much more work is needed on a global basis to secure corporate support for nonproliferation practices that go beyond national export control requirements.

It is difficult to identify specific transactions that have not taken place because of normative considerations alone. Instead, normative actions might tend to manifest in risk avoidance behaviors in which companies opt not to do business with certain markets. It should be noted that normative factors also cannot usually be examined in isolation. For example, for several years up to the time of writing, pressure groups sought to dissuade companies from doing business in Iran by evoking normative and social factors. However, the public naming of companies that did not comply with the request to cease operations in Iran had a potential negative impact from a public relations perspective. Anticipation of this would also change the company’s cost-benefit analysis.

Awareness Raising, Education and Training

Some actors become involved in proliferation by accident—be it because they were unaware that their goods were sensitive or controlled or because they did not know what due diligence should have been conducted. For such firms, awareness raising, training and education is key.

There can be substantial challenges to awareness raising for national authorities, however, and there is a general sense in most countries that smaller companies and academia do not have a good understanding of export control requirements. This is likely a result of some very practical challenges: the sheer size of the control lists means that a very large number of manufacturers and exporters may need to know about controls. This number grows substantially when the service sectors (shippers, financiers, and insurers) are taken into account, particularly if the focus of the activity is to go ‘beyond compliance.’


32 One such group was “United Against Nuclear Iran.” Details of which can be found on the UANI website: <http://www.unitedagainstnucleariran.com/>.
There are many cases each year in which a firm that is seemingly unaware of export control requirements exports goods. It should be noted that such ‘legal non-compliance’ does not necessarily mean that proliferation has occurred.

Generally, non-compliance as a result of a lack of awareness is dealt with by civil penalties or administrative actions as opposed to criminal charges. This partly reflects the fact that in many countries export control violations are not ‘strict liability’ offenses and partly reflect a desire by regulators to not over-regulate.

Real-world Cases

Cases where non-state actors discuss their motivations and the deterrent effect of enforcement actions are rare. One of these few cases involves an Australian national, David Levick, who has been unusually frank since being charged by U.S authorities of involvement in illicit trade. Another relevant case relates to the proliferation network of Hossien Tanhedih. A third case relates to MKS Instruments Ltd.

The Levick Case

Levick was indicted in February 2012 by an American district court for allegedly supplying U.S-origin electronic components and helicopter parts to Iran. According to press reports, Levick supplied these parts to Iran via an Iranian national who had himself been indicted on charges of export control violations by the U.S government three years prior. Even though Levick and his company were operating from an address in Sydney, U.S law nevertheless restricts the supply to Iran of the components involved, and Levick was charged with participating in a conspiracy to breach U.S export controls over a two-year period.

The indictment against Levick alleges a series of willful deceptions on his part. Levick allegedly provided false destinations and end-users for the goods he purchased from the U.S, indicating that they were being purchased for companies and destinations in Australia or New Zealand. Placing an order with a U.S supplier for helicopter parts, for example, Levick said that the parts were being bought for BHP Billiton, an Anglo-Australian mining company. The indictment states that the parts (as with several of his other procurements) were actually destined for Iran.

Levick himself has admitted supplying goods to Iran. He says, though, that he was ignorant of the export control laws that regulated the sale of American-origin goods to that country. To
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The Australian newspaper, Levick stated that he ‘didn’t realize I wasn’t allowed to sell stuff to Iran’. In an interview with the Australian Broadcasting Corporation after the indictment was made public, Levick said:

Well, I didn’t even know there was an embargo against [Iran] because the guy that actually contacted me actually thought I was in Austria and when I sent back saying I was in Australia he asked me all these questions and can I supply these and I said yeah okay I’ll supply ya and that was it, I didn’t know they had an embargo against them or anything like that.

Levick’s statements to the press suggest that he had some awareness of export controls generally, if not those in place with respect to Iran.

I, well, I didn’t realize that I wasn’t allowed to sell stuff to Iran. I knew we weren’t to sell stuff to Iraq and Afghanistan and all those other places but I didn’t know about Iran. It is only Turkey, Cameroon and all those other places.

Evidence presented in the indictment demonstrates a different picture of Levick’s awareness of regulations on trade and business with Iran during the period he is accused of involvement in illicit trade. In March 2008, Levick reportedly stated to his Iranian contact:

I have just been informed that the U.S have [sic] put more restriction[s] on the movement of funds from Iran. The ANZ bank close[d] its funds transfers contract with Iran at the end of last month. So you will have to do it from Malaysia next month. Will keep you posted [. ] Bloody yanks.

Then, in April, he reportedly wrote:

I have always tried my best to get the parts & deliver to you [as required]…As U know there are restriction on Iran & I have to do my best to get the parts.

These statements, while revealing, still leave unclear the precise nature of Levick’s awareness of the ‘restrictions’ on trade with Iran and their legal implications.

Levick’s case also gives some insight into the effect of restraining factors upon illicit trade. During the course of 2008, Levick became aware that his activities were being subject to increasing scrutiny by authorities. In June, he reportedly said to his Iranian contact:
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I have been get[ting] some questions about some of the stuff I have been sending so I do[n’]t want to draw attation [sic] to it. As for shipping I think it was the last lot I sent to Iran that the questions started getting asked.42

Later that year, Levick’s office was reportedly raided by the Australian Security Intelligence Organization (ASIO), a domestic security service. According to statements made by Levick to the press, ASIO seized his computers and warned him about supplying goods to Iran.43 Levick apparently described this raid in an email to his Iranian buyer dated September 2008 and cited in the American indictment:

I am sending you this email to let you know that the [Australian government] & the U.S. Customs know about what parts I have supplied to you as I have had a visit from both. I was questioned over the weekend about the business we have done & everything has been taken. Computers, Bank accounts & all paperwork that has to do with the parts supplied & emails are being monitored...So I could advise you of what it [sic] happing [sic] & while [sic] you have had no replies from me as I could face charges & fine for breaking trade rules & 5y in jail.44

This raid, by Levick’s account, ended his supply relationship with his Iranian buyer. As he told the Australian media in two separate accounts:

It wasn’t until [Australian authorities] told me ‘you shouldn’t be sending these’ – I canceled everything...straight away.45

It wasn’t until ASIO told me that oh you shouldn’t be sending these then I canceled everything. I canceled...everything that I had on order with them I just canceled straight away - as soon as ASIO said you shouldn’t be supplying them so I said okay that’s it.46

Indeed, the indictment provides no evidence that Levick made any further sales to Iran beyond this time. The effect of the indictment on Levick, made public in March 2012, was serious indeed. If extradited and found guilty on the charges facing him (conspiracy to defraud the United States and violating the International Emergency Economic Powers Act), Levick would face a maximum sentence of twenty-five years in prison. Levick’s response shortly after the release of the indictment was recorded by The Australian newspaper:
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I’m as nervous as shit [...] I’m in a sweat and I feel like I should be going out and getting drunk.47

Levick is not known to have made further public comments on the case, and apparently has neither faced charges in an Australian court nor been extradited to the U.S (indeed, it is unclear if his alleged actions would meet the legal thresholds set by the Treaty on Extradition between Australia and the United States of America).48 He is listed in an Australian government business registry as the operator of an electronics component supply firm in Sydney.49

In terms of the four I’s framework, Levick would seem to fall somewhere between the ignorant and indifferent categories. He was primarily motivated by profit and may have known that his actions were illegal. In terms of preventative action, normative and awareness raising activities did not prevent Levick’s actions. Instead, it appears that it was preventative enforcement action that ultimately ended Levick’s business with Iran.

The Tanideh Network

The Tanideh network involved the procurement of millions of dollars’ worth of specialist valves for the Arak heavy water reactor in Iran, which prior to the alterations agreed as part of the JCPOA could have been used to produce plutonium for nuclear weapons.

At the center of the case was Hossein Tanideh. Tanideh had been ‘Vice President’ of Iran’s Pentane Chemistry Industries Board of Directors as well as Managing Director of the Sherkate Sakhteman Rahtes Sahami Company, also known as the Rahtes Company.50,51 Pentane has been involved in illicit procurement activities, being linked to a shipment of phosphor bronze wire mesh intercepted at Seoul International Airport during trans-shipment between Tianjin, China and Turkey. The UN’s Iran sanctions Panel of Experts investigated the interdiction and included findings in its 2011 report that this constituted a breach of sanctions.52

In this case, Tanideh is alleged to have acted on behalf of Modern Industries Technique Company (MITEC), an Iranian company that has used multiple aliases, in order to procure the specialist valves valued at $7.7 million for the Arak reactor.53,54 MITEC contacted Hossein
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Tanideh, purportedly the owner of a number of companies in Germany and potentially elsewhere, to request the procurement of three types of valves. Tanideh’s role was allegedly one of facilitator: he identified and approached the manufacturers, including the German firm MIT-Weimar and the Indian firm Bell-o-seal and provided details of false front companies after these manufacturers were approached by the German authorities. He also appears to have used two other individuals, Gholamali Kazemi and Kianzad Kazemi, working for him in Germany to facilitate the scheme. Tanideh allegedly introduced himself to German industrialists as a ‘refinery manager.’ Valves frequently have applications in the petro-chemical industries, and assuming this fabricated position, may have inspired confidence in his bona fides. Some media sources do cite an email address supposedly used by one of the defendants (although it is not known which one) as ghost18273@hotmail.com.

Rudolf Mayer

Tanideh first made contact with Rudolf Mayer, owner of MIT-Weimar, in 2007. There is some ambiguity regarding the exact role played by Mayer and MIT-Weimar. Some press reports detail Mayer as a ‘valve manufacturer,’ citing German intelligence reports that also describe him as a ‘manufacturer.’ An individual who attended the trial also verified that Rudolf Mayer’s company was said to be the manufacturer of the valves.

Various national authorities, including from the U.S and Germany, had concerns about Iran’s procurement activities relating to valves since at least 2009. The U.S State Department first expressed concern to German colleagues around April 2009 with regards to the targeting of German company MIT-Weimar by MITEC. Again, in September 2009, U.S authorities expressed concern to German authorities regarding attempts by MITEC to procure stainless steel valves, this time from two German companies, including a firm called MIT-Weimar.

---
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By December 2009, investigations undertaken by the German authorities indicated to the U.S., incorrectly, that concerns with regards to the targeting of MIT-Weimar were groundless. A cable noted that the German authorities ‘found no evidence of a pending export of steel valves to Sherkat-E Sakhtemani-Ye Rahtess.’ Sherkat-E Sakhtemani-Ye Rahtess was said to be working on behalf of Rahkar Sanaye Novin Company (MITEC) and on behalf of the Atomic Energy Organization of Iran.

Some of these were specified to the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) standard 382 (for nuclear power generating stations), and actuators with “an IP rating of 67.” The IEEE 382 standard is particularly notable given that products meeting this specification are able to operate in a radiation environment. This number of valves is believed to be sufficient to equip the entire Arak facility and had a value of $7.7m USD.

**Bekasar Industrietecnik GmbH**

A second dimension to the case involved the procurement of valves from a Halle-based business. Attempts were made to procure 655 valves, with fifty-five being transferred to Iran. This Halle-based company is Bekasar Industrietecnik GmbH, described as a ‘wholesaler’ of industrial products. It is unknown where the valves were procured from in this case—Bekasar is not a manufacturer.

**Gholamali and Kianzad Kazemi**

Gholamali and Kianzad Kazemi worked on behalf of Tanideh in Germany to facilitate the scheme. Kianzad Kazemi, the son of Gholamali Kazemi, was undertaking an apprenticeship at Bekasar. He was in the second year of the apprenticeship and had been given responsibility for deals involving Iran, amongst other activities. Kianzad was allegedly present at the initial meeting between Mayer and Tanideh. The Kazemis also have other business interests, purportedly in the import-export area. However, there is no evidence that any of the above companies were used by the Kazemis in their illicit activities.

---
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Kinzaid Kazemi and his father Gholamali Kazemi are alleged in some cases to have been ‘responsible for coordinating the project in Germany.’\(^{70}\) This would seem a possibility given Tanideh’s arrest in Turkey.

**Indian Aspects**

Unable to source all the valves required within Germany, Tanideh purportedly sourced valves from the Indian firm ‘Bell-o-seal’ using front companies in Turkey. The Indian enterprise developed a capability to manufacture bellows-sealed valves after the country’s isolation from the global nuclear market following its nuclear tests.

There are conflicting reports as to whether the Indian government issued a license for the export. In fact, some media reports allege that a license was not required.\(^{71}\) If a license was issued, it suggests that insufficient due diligence was conducted by Indian licensing officials.

**Case Outcomes**

Tanideh was designated by the U.S under EO13382 in mid-2012. He was arrested in January 2013 and was in prison in Turkey awaiting trial with German extradition requests. Turkish authorities denied Germany’s request, and released him from prison in 2014.\(^{72}\) On November 8, 2013, four German nationals were also convicted of involvement in the conspiracy in a German court.\(^{73}\)

- Rudolph Mayer (German national) – Weimar-based businessman and owner of MIT-Weimar received three years in prison;
- Gholamali Kazemi (German-Iranian national) – Received four years in prison;
- Kianzad Kazemi (German-Iranian national) – employee of Bekasar, son of Gholamali K. received two years, nine months in prison;
- Hamid Khouran (German-Iranian national) – Received a suspended sentence of one and a half years.

---


One of the four will spend time in prison.\(^74\) The actions and testimony of the four in court can shed some light on what drove them to take part in these transactions.\(^75\) Mayer and Khouran seemed to be motivated by the financial gain. The Kazemis appeared to be more motivated by their allegiance to the Iranian regime. Khouran did not share such an allegiance.

**Applying the Four I’s Framework**

It is helpful to examine this network through the four I’s framework as it involves actors that can be categorized in different parts of the framework.

The Indian entity appears to fall into the category of either ‘innocent’ or ‘ignorant.’ The valves were allegedly not subject to control, which would imply ‘innocence.’ However, the nature of the products perhaps should have resulted in additional questions being asked about the nature of the end-use. There are no grounds to believe that if the Indian firm had known the true end-use, it would have proceeded with the transaction.

Mayer appears to fall into the category of ‘indifferent.’ His company continued to engage in the transactions despite the fact that German authorities had visited the company to ask questions about the deal. It is possible also that the German-Iranians were simply indifferent, although their nationality could lead one to suspect that they were ideologically motivated. Certainly, the threat of punishment was not sufficient to end their interests in the deal.

Tanideh appears to fall into the category of ‘ideological’ or ‘ignorant.’ This reflects the fact that he became involved in this network after having worked for Iran’s nuclear program and that he took active steps to create mechanisms to evade non-proliferation controls.

**MKS Shanghai Ltd. Case**

MKS Instruments Ltd. is one of the main producers of a vacuum measurement instrument known as a capacitance manometer. Hundreds of such devices are required in any uranium enrichment program and Iran is known to have acquired many MKS units even though no exports to Iran’s program were authorized from the U.S. It is not known how all of the instruments reached Iran, but it is known that several hundred units were diverted from a wholly owned subsidiary of MKS Instruments Ltd known as MKS Shanghai Ltd. to Iran in the period 2009-2012.

An employee of China-based MKS Shanghai Ltd., Qiang Hu, and another Chinese National, Sihai Cheng, has entered a plea agreement with U.S prosecutors in relation to this case. From that plea agreements it appears that Cheng had a long-standing relationship with an Iranian national named Jamili, an individual known to be linked to Iran’s nuclear program. Jamili, it is alleged, approached Cheng about obtaining capacitance manometers. Cheng then approached MKS Instruments Ltd., and the company’s then sales manager and brother of the general manager, Qiang Hu, advised Cheng to seek the goods through a business acquaintance, Wang
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Ping, who was the owner of other businesses, including one named Racy System and a Hong Kong registered business named Wang Chao International Trade Co. Ltd.76

Hu had pressure transducers shipped to the businesses of Wang Ping, who in turn is alleged to have had the capacitance manometers shipped to unauthorized end-users through his front companies.77 It is also alleged that Hu knowingly submitted false end-user undertakings to MKS Instruments Ltd. in Andover, Massachusetts for ultimate submission to the U.S export licensing authorities.78 A stock of goods that had been shipped to MKS Shanghai Ltd. for another named customer was also diverted.79

Based on court documents, it is believed that the network changed a mark-up of around 100% on the usual MKS sales price (bringing the total to $1.8m for 790 units).80 This demonstrates the potentially lucrative profits that can be achieved by trading illicitly in controlled goods, for which there is high demand and limited supply.

Applying the Four I’s Framework

As with the last case, this case is an interesting one to examine through the four I’s framework as different actors can be considered in different positions. The US-based MKS Instruments Ltd. appears to be either ‘innocent’ or ‘ignorant,’ given that they sought export licenses in good faith based upon the information provided by their subsidiary. The staff of MKS Shanghai Ltd. and, allegedly, Cheng, also appear to be ‘indifferent.’

It should be noted that most of the individuals involved in this case were located in China—a country considered to have a lax counter-proliferation enforcement record. Indeed, it appears that the action, while illegal, could not have been prosecuted as a criminal offence in China because of certain inadequacies in Chinese law at the time. Evidently, this would erode any deterrence effect of the controls. It is also interesting to note that the individuals in this case face justice not in China but in the United States. In 2012, Hu flew to Boston’s Logan airport and was arrested, while Cheng was extradited to the United States after being detained when arriving at Heathrow airport in London in 2014.

While little is known about Jamili, it appears that his role working as a procurer for Iran’s nuclear program would place him in the ‘indifferent’ or ‘ideological’ category. Certainly, there are no signs that he was deterred as a result of the potential consequences of his actions.

Interestingly, the response of MKS Instruments Ltd. to the case was to implement what they describe as the ‘controlled delivery model,’ a logistics approach that bypasses the involvement of non-state actors in proliferation.81 This involves shipping goods directly from MKS.
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headquarters to customers. The shipping agent is a large corporate entity that also serves other multinational companies. MKS describe the motivation of involving such an entity in the process as ‘taking profit out of proliferation’ because it would not be in this company’s financial interest for MKS stock to be diverted. This model is thus an illustration of how an understanding of the drivers for non-state actor involvement in proliferation can help to design approaches that can counter the role of such actors in proliferation.

Conclusions

This paper has examined the factors that could drive non-state actors to become involved in proliferation and the factors that could cause restraint. A framework through which to examine these competing factors was also developed.

The framework highlights a number of potential drivers for non-state actors to become involved in proliferation. Perhaps the most notable of these drivers is profit. However, in some important cases, ideological factors have also contributed substantially to the actions of proliferators. It is notable that, in some cases, ignorance of legal requirements and proliferation risks appears to have aided proliferation. The framework also highlights possible policy responses for each type of driver, which could prevent, or at least discourage, involvement in proliferation.

Examining proliferation through the lens of the four I’s framework can be used to inform efforts to prevent illicit trade. In particular, it is apparent that awareness efforts should be expanded and more publicity should be sought in relation to enforcement actions. It should also be noted that for certain types of actors no deterrent-based strategy is likely to be effective. Therefore, preventative strategies, including imprisonment and denial of export privileges, are also required.